2014 Lourdes Hill College Year 11 and 12 Stationery Requirements

All items are in Stock at LHC on Hawthorne or can be purchased elsewhere.

12 A4 128pg Exercise/Binder Books
Or a ring binder Folder with lined paper sectioned into subject areas
Or 5 subject books – whatever the girls prefer to use
7 A4 Display Folders
Logitech Premium Headset (from year 8)

1 Five Subject Book for QCS Practice
16 GB Usb Drive - Recommended
Mad Maths Ruler
Eraser
HB and 2B Pencils
Blue/Black and Red Biros
Highlighter Pens
Set of Colouring Pencils
Glue Stick
Pencil Sharpener
Pencil Case
Scissors
Compass (From Year 8)
Casio FX9860GAU Graphic Calculator (From Year 8)
360° Protractor
3 Packets of Sheet Protectors
Document Wallet

ADDITIONAL SUBJECT REQUIREMENTS

Japanese

1 10mm Quad Exercise Book
1 Red Document Wallet

Graphics

A4 Visual Art Diary

Visual Art

Plastic Ruler & 2 4B Pencils
Black 0.2 Fine Tip Nikko Pen
3 Erasers, 3 Glues, Scissors
Year 12 QCS Pack (Sold at LHC on Hawthorne) contains

Clear transparent Container

360° Protractor

2 Black Pens

2 2B Pencils

Highlighter

Eraser

Pencil Sharpener

Correcting Tape

Ruler

Compass

Calculator (It is recommended to also have spare batteries on hand)